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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall study the existence of strong solutions for the 
following abstract periodic problem in a real separable Hilbert Space H: 
~(0) = u(T), 
O<t<T, (l-1) 
(P.P.) 
(1.2) 
where T is a given positive number, a~# is the subdifferential of a time- 
dependent lower semicontinuous convex function $ from H into [0, +a~ ] 
with qf f +co, and where B(t, .) is a possibly nonmonotone multivalued 
nonlinear operator from D(B(t, .)) c H into H such that D(@‘) c D(B(t, m)) 
for all t E [0, T]. 
The case when B(t, .) is identically zero has been investigated by many 
authors; see e.g., Bknilan and B&is [2], Nagai [13] and Yamada [20]. As 
for the case when B(t, .) is not identically zero nor monotone, however, it 
seems that very little study has been devoted to this kind of problem. On the 
other hand, the Cauchy problem for (1.1) has been studied by several 
authors, i.e., Attouch and Damlamian [ 11, Biroli [3], Koi and Watanabe [9] 
and the author [ 14, 151. The main objective of the present paper is to pursue 
and develop the method employed in [ 151 for the periodic problem (P-P.). 
This paper is composed of five sections. Section 2 contains some 
preliminaries. In Section 3 we shall formulate main results in two distinctive 
types of theorems, roughly speaking, according to whether the external force 
f(t) can be taken arbitrarily large or not. In Section 4 we shall prove them 
by much the same method based on a Schauder-Tychonoff-type fixed point 
theorem as in [ 151. In Section 5 it will be exemplified that our results give a 
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unified abstract treatment for periodic problems of some nonlinear heat 
equations with a difference term of monotone operators and Navier-Stokes- 
type equations in bounded regions with periodically moving boundaries. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space with the inner product (e, .)H and 
the norm ( . lH, which are often denoted by (., .) and ) .j, respectively, for the 
sake of simplicity. Since the present paper is a direct continuation of a 
previous paper [ 151, we omit the definitions of the subdifferential operator 
and the upper semicontinuous multivalued mapping and fundamental facts 
concerning them (see Section 2 of [lj]). 
We begin with the definition of strong solutions of (P.P.). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function u(t) E C,([O, T]; H) = (u; u(t) is continuous 
from [O? T] into H and u(0) = u(T)} . 1s said to be a strong solution of (P.P.) 
if u(t) is an H-valued absolutely continuous function on (0, T] and belongs 
to D(+‘) for a.e. t E [0, T], and if there exist two H-valued measurable 
functions g(t) and b(t) such that g(t) E &p’(u(t)j, b(t) E B(t, u(t)) and 
d4tjldr -t g(t) + b(t) =f(t) (1.1’) 
hold for a.e. t E [0, T]. 
In order to assure the existence of strong solutions of (P.P.), it would be 
necessary to assume that IJJ’ depends on t smoothly in a sense. In fact, we 
here employ the following condition (A . v’)~.~. 
th4p.lS The following (it(iv) hold. 
(i) For each t E [0, T], $ is a lower semicontinuous convex function 
from H into (0, +co ] with qt f +co. Furthermore, for each t, E (0, T] and 
x,, E D(@‘), there exist positive constants nzi, mz, m3, 6, (independant of t, 
and x0). an H-valued function .x(tj on /(to) := ]max(O, t, - S,), 
min(t,, + 6,, r)] such that 
and 
hold for all t E I(tJ. 
(ii) q”(u) = q’(u) for all u E H. 
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(iii) There exist positive constants K, and p such that 
Ko 124 If < P’(U), 1 <p<+oo, for all u E D(p’). (2.3) 
(iv) For each t E [0, T], 3~’ is strictly monotone, i.e., (w, - w2, 
U, - uZIH = 0 with ui E D(@‘) and wi E &#(q) (i= 1,2) implies U, = Us. 
Then, in the case of B(t, .) = 0, the following theorem holds. (See Berman 
and Brezis [2], Nagai [13] and Yamada [20].) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (A.#),,, be satisfied andf(t) E L*(O, T; H). Then the 
problem (P.P.) with B(t, .) E 0 has a unique strong solution u(t) E 
C,([O, T]; H) satisfying 
du(t)/dt E L’(O, T; H), P-6) 
p’(u(t)) is absoZuteZy continuous on [0, T] and 
P”@49) = P,TwN. (2.7) 
3. RESULTS 
In this section, we shall mention our main results of the present paper. TO 
this end, we first recall the following conditions (A.l) and (A.2), which are 
introduced in [ 151. 
(A.l) For each t E [O, T] and L E (0, +a~), the set (U E H; o,‘(u) + 
(U 1: < L} is compact in H. 
(A.2) The following (i)-(iii) hold: 
(i) B(t, u) is a convex subset of H for all t E [0, T] and u E D(L@‘). 
(ii) B(t, -) is measurable in the following sense: For each function 
u E C([a, b]; H) such that du(t)/dt E L*(O, T, H) and there exists a function 
g(t) E L*(O, T, H) with g(t) E &p,‘(u(t)) for a.e. t E [0, T], there exists an H- 
valued measurable function b(t) such that b(t) E B(t, u(t)) for a.e. t E [0, T]. 
(iii) B(t, .) is demiclosed in the following sense: If u,,+ u in 
C([O, T]; H), g, --+g weakly in L’(0, T; H) with g,,(t) E @‘(u(t)), g(t) E 
&p’(u(t)) for a.e. t E [0, T], and if 6, -+ b weakly in L*(O, T, H) with b,(t) E 
B(t, u,(t)) for a.e. t E [0, T], then b(t) E B(t, u(t)) holds for a.e. t E [0, T]. 
We also assume that B(t, .) is dominated by a#(.) in a sense. First, we 
introduce: 
(A.3) There exist positive numbers k, a, K, and a monotone increasing 
function I,(.) on [0, +co] such that 
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(i) lllB(t, u>llli < k la”~‘(u)l& + ~l(lulH)(~f(u) + l>‘, 0< k < 1, for 
a.e. t E [0, T] and all u E D(&$), 
(ii) (-L@‘(u) - B(t, u), u)~ + av’(u) <K, for a.e. t E [0, T] and all 
24 E WP’h 
(iii) q,‘(O) <K, for all t E [0, r], where IllB(t, u)l]lH = Sup(]bl,; 
b E B(t, u)}: 
(--a~‘(~) - B(t, u), u), = Sup{ (-g - b, ~4)~; g E 6$(u), b E B(t, u) ] and do@ 
denotes the minimal section of a$. 
Then our first main theorem is stated as follows. 
THEOREM I. Let (A.,$),,,, (A.l), (A.2) and (A.3) be satisfied, and let 
f(t) E L*(O, T; H). Then (P.P.) has a strong solution u(t) E C,([O, T]; H) 
satisjjing 
du(t)/dt E L’(0, r; H), (3.1) 
g(t), b(t) E L ‘(0, T; H), cohere g(t) and b(t) are the sections 
of aw’(u(t)) and B(t, U(C)), respectively, satisfying (l.l)‘, (3.2j 
&(u(t)) is absolutely continuous on [0, T] and q”(u(0) = p,‘(u(T)). (3.3) 
Roughly speaking, the above theorem deals with the situation similar to 
that of Theorem IV in [ 15 ], which assures the existence of global (in time t) 
solutions of Cauchy problem for (1.1) when initial data and external forces 
are arbitrarily given in D(cp’) and L’(O, T, H), respectively. On the other 
hand, if condition (ii) of (A.3) is absent, then there is a case where for 
certain initial data and external forces, their corresponding local strong 
solutions of Cauchy problem for (1.1) blow up in a finite time (see Fujita 
[5], Tsutsumi [ 191, Ishii [7] and the author [16]). So, in this case, it would 
be unikely that (P.P.) has a strong solution for an arbitrary f(t) E 
L’(0, T, H). As an analogue of Theorem V of [ 151, however, one can expect 
that (P.P.) has a strong solution iff(t) is sufficiently small in some sense. In 
fact, we have the following result. 
THEOREM II. Let (AJ$),,~ with IYI? = 0, (A.1 j, (A-2) and the foZZowing 
(A.4),,, be satisJied: 
(A.4&,o Let the following (i) and (ii) be satisfied: 
(i) q’(O) = Ofir a/i t E [0, T], 
(ii) There exist two exponents a, = a,(p,p), a2 = a*(p) and L 
monotone increasing function I,(.) such that 
for a.e. t E [0, T] and all u E D(aqQ 
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,vherea,>(l-P,j{p,(l--P,j-l}, cr,>(p,-lj/p*,P,=min~,1>and 
p* = max(p, 2). Then there exists a (sufficientIy small) positive number r 
independent of T such that if sup lGfCTj:-, If(sjlfrds < r, then (PP.) has a 
strong solution u E C,([O, T];H) satisfying (3.1~(3.3). 
Remark 3.1. If one allows that r may depend on T in Theorem II, then 
the assertion of the theorem holds true under more relaxed conditions that 
w%,, 3 i.e., concerning the exponents tzi and u2? one has only to assume 
that ai > (1 - ,&)(I - 2p,) and a? > f , which is denoted by (A.4);,, . In 
particular, as for the case 0 < T < 1, Theorem II holds good with (A.4),,, 
and s~p,~~~r (i-i If(s ds replaced by (A.4);,, and J,’ If(t)]; dt, respec- 
tively. (For a proof see Section 4.) 
Remark 3.2. Even if one removes assumption (iv) of (A.p,‘),,, in 
Theorems I and II, the assertions of the theorems are still valid (see 
Section 4). 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
4.1. Some Lemmas 
In this subsection, we prepare some results on the following auxiliary 
equation: 
du,(O/dt + ~~f(~~(tj) 3 -h(t) +f(t), O<t<T, (4.1) 
(P.P.)* 
~hP~ = %2(T)- (4.2) 
Here T is a given positive number andf(t) is a fixed element in L’(0, T; H). 
Under assumption (A.#),,,, Theorem 2.2 assures that for all 
h(t) E L*(O, r; H), there exists a unique strong solution u,(t) of (P.P.)* in 
C,([O, T]; H). Therefore, for each T andfE L2(0, T; H), we can well define 
an operator E,,f,, from L’(O, T; H) into C,([O, T]; Hj by 
E n.f,r : h I-, u/t. 
In what follows, we often write E instead of E,,,, for the sake of simplicity. 
On the continuity of E, we get (cf. Lemma 3.10 in [15]): 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (A.#),,, and (A.l) be satisfied. Let {h”} be a sequence 
in L’(0, T, H) such that h” converges to h weakly in L’(O, T, H) as 
n + + co. Then E,,,.(h”) converges to E,,,,(h) strongly in C,([O, T]; H) as 
n-t+CO. 
To prove this lemma, we prepare the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let f(t) E L’(0, T) and e(t) be a positive absolutely 
continuous function on [0, T] such that e(0) = e(T). Suppose that there exist 
positive constants u, y and C such that 
de(t)‘/dt + se(t) ’ + y < C + If(t)I 40 
Then we have 
for a.e. t E (0, T]. (4.3) 
max 40 < 2(@ + lflLito,Ti) + ((2 ISILL,o,Tj + \/crYuTl”~ (4.4) 
O<f<T 
ProoJ Put m = min(e(t); 0 < t < T} and M= max{e(t); 0 < t < r\. 
Then, by (4.3), we get 
whence follows 
kf2 < m2 + CT+ M(f(LL,O,Tj, 
M< m + V@ + lflL1tO,Tj. (4.5) 
On the other hand, integrating (4.3) over [O. T] and using (4.5), we have 
.T 
aTmi’y< 
J 4) 
‘+Ydt 
0 
< CT+ M Iflu(o.Tj 
< CT + IfILI,O.T, Cm + \/CT + IflLlco.d 
which implies 
Then this estimate and (4.5) give (4.4). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. By virtue of Theorem 2.2. there exists an H-valued 
absolutely continuous function v(t) on [0, r] such that 
dc(t)/dt + a&v(t)) 3 0 
u(0) = v(T), 
for a.e. t E (0. T], 
(4.6) 
and 
r o := max{lv(t)l, + #(v(t)); 0 < t < T} + Idv(t),‘dtl,>,O,r;Nl < +oo. 
(4.7) 
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Let un=E I,,J,,T(hn). Then miltiplication of (4.1) by u”(t) - v(t) gives 
$$I u”(t) - u(t)12 + p’(u”(t)) 
< cp’(W) + I fw) - WI (1 $0 1 + 1hfl0)1 + tf(4j 
for a.e. t E [0, ZJ. 
Hence, in view of (iii) of (AJ$)~,~ and Lemma 4.2, we find 
where Co denotes a general constant depending only on p, K,, ro, IfIL1cO,T:Hb 
and supn IA” IL’(O,T;H). 
In particular, (4.9) implies that there exists a number to E [0, T] such that 
eT~“tto)) < co. (4.10) 
On the other hand, multiplying (4.1) by g”(t) = -du”(t)/dt - h”(t) +f(t) E 
@‘(u”(r)), we obtain, by Proposition 3.4 of [15], 
I g”(O12 + $ul’W)~ 
< I g”(t)1 {IW)l + If(t + ml I g”(Ol wwto) + dD 
+ QP’WtN + %> 
< I fYt>l*/2 + (IW>l + If(t) 
+ (mf + m3)(qf(~“(c)) + m2 + 1)2 for a.e. tf [O, z-1. (4.11) 
Hence, by Gronwall’s inequality, (4.9) and (4.10), we deduce 
I ,’ 1 gn(t)12 dt + max p’(u”(t)) < C, for all n, O<f<T (4.12) 
where C, is a constant depending only on Co and sup,, ]h” ]LZ(O,T;Hj. Then we 
can complete the proof as in the proof of Lemma 3.10 of [ 151 by using a 
priori estimates (4.9) and (4.12). Q.E.D. 
For each bounded closed convex set K in L*(O, T, H) endowed with the 
weak topology of L*(O, r, H), we introduce a possibly multivalued operator 
B n,f,r,K, which will be simply denoted by B, or B, from K into itself by 
B ,,f,,,,(h) = {b E K; b(t) E B(t, E,,f,,(h)(t)) for ax. t E [O, Tli (4.13) 
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with domain 
D(B n,f,T,K) =P E K; Blr,f,T,K(h) f 41. (4.14) 
Then, since the continuity of E,,,, is already known, repeating the very 
same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 3.11 of [ 151, we can prove the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let (Aq’),,,, (A.l) and (A.2) be satisfied. Then G(B,), the 
graph of B,, is closed in K X K. Moreover, for each h E D(B,), B,(h) is a 
closed convex subset of K. 
4.2. Proof of Theorem I 
First of all, we prepare the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let (A.$),,, with p > 2 and 0</3<$, (A.l) and 
(A.2) be satisfied. Suppose that there exist positive numbers, k, 6 and L, 
such that 
IIIW, 411; G k l~“ylWl$ + L,{(w~W~ + 11, 
O<k<l, O<S< 1, for all u E D(aq+). (4.15 j 
Then, for all f(t) E L’(0, TJ H), (P.P.) has a strong solution u(t) E 
C,( (0, T]; H) satisfying (3.1~(3.3). 
ProoJ: For the sake of the latter calculation, we put 
c, = (6/pKp, l/P + l/q = 1, 
C, = 2{(r, + 3rg) T t (C, t 1) T1-4’2(rZ t jflzLfO.r:HJJ, 
where r. is the constant given in (4.7), 
C, = 2(C, + 1) T’-‘!’ t 1, 
ek = (1 - k)/2(1 t 3k), 
C, = ( 1 t (~2: + mJ C,}/~E,, 
and fix a positive number R such that 
Rq > C, t (mi + m,>(m, t 1) T+ lfl~~co,T:H~, (4.16) 
R2-q > 8C,k/(l - k)(l - 25), (4.17) 
R2-sq > 4L,C;T’-S/(1 -k), (4.18) 
R2>4L,/(l -k). (4.19) 
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Let h E K := {u E L2(0, T; I-I); ]U ]Lz(O,T;Hj <R) and u = E,,J,,(h). Then, 
since (4.8) hold with u” and h” replaced by u and h, we get 
< r. + 3ri/p + K, 1 u(t)lP/2 
+ (Cl + l>(lwY~tlq + lW)14 + If(ql”)/s. 
Hence, by (iii) of (A.v)‘)~,~ and (4.16), we obtain 
jr&u(t)) dt < C, + 2(C, + 1) T’-q’2Rq < C3Rq. (4.20) 
-0 
Furthermore, by the same verification as for (4.1 l), we see 
< I dt)12j2 +1h(t)12/2 + &k 1 &)I’ 
t {If@>12 f cm: f m3)(vf(u(f)) + m2 + 1)//2 &k 
for a.e. tE IO, Tl, (4.2 1) 
where g(t) = -du(t)/dt - h(t) +f(t) E ay,‘(n(t)). 
Then, integration of (4.21) over [0, T], together with (4.16) and (4.20), 
gives 
(1/2 - &k) / dt)hOJ.:H~ 
<RR/2 f M:qo,m + (rni + m3)(m2 + 1) T + (m: + m3) C,Rq)/2&k 
<RI/2 + C,Rq. (4.22) 
Let b(t) be an arbitrary H-valued measurable function such that b(t) E 
B(t, u(t)) = W, E(h)(t)) f or a.e. t E [0, T]. Then it follows from (4.15), 
(4.20), (4.22) and (4.17)-(4.19) that 
Ibl :z(O,T;Hj < (kR2 + 2kC,Rq)/(1 - 24 +L,{(C,Rq)’ T’-’ + 1) 
<(1+k)R2/2+(1-k)R’/2<R2. 
Consequently, from (ii) of (A.2) and Lemma 4.3, we see that D(B,) = K; 
G(B,) is closed in K x K; and that B,(k) is a nonempty closed convex 
subset of K for all h E K. Then Proposition 2.6 of [ 151 assures that Bn,f,r,K 
is an upper semicontinuous mapping from K into itself. Hence, by virtue of 
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Theorem 2.7 of 11.51, BRlf,T,K has a fixed point 6 in K; i.e., 6 E B,+J,r.K(6). In 
other words, S = E,,f,,(b) satisfies 
dzT(t)/dt + &D’@i(t) + d(t) 3f(t) for a.e. t E [O, q 
b(t) E qt, ii(t)) for a.e. t E [O, T], 
$0 j = u(T). 
Thus, we have shown that U is the desired strong solution of (P.P.) (for 
relation (3.3), see Remark 3.3 of [15]). Q.E.D. 
We are going to prove Theorem I with the aid of the following approx- 
imate equations: 
d%(t)/dt + &&,(u,(t)) + B(t, u,(t)> 3f(t), 0 < t < T, 1 
( (P.P.),,, (4-23) 
%P) = u,m (4.24) 
where we put 
v&w = a4 + I,(u), 
v:(u) = P,‘(U) + GW)3/39 o<E<l, 
I,(u) = 0 if I&<r, 
=+a3 if )ul,>r, r>O. 
Under the same assumptions as in Theorem I, the existence of strong 
solutions u,(t) of (P.P.),,, is assured by Proposition 4.4 and the following 
Lemma. (For a proof of this proposition, see the Appendix.) 
LEMMA 4.5. Let (A.q,‘),,, and (iii) of (A.3) be satisfied. Then we have 
(i) pi,, satisfies (A.v:,,),,~ with 0 <p < i and 3 < p, 
(ii) II = II n D(aII,) and &&(.) = a~:(.) + 81r(.), 
(iii) D(&) = II($), o(aa,:) = D(+‘) and a~:(.) = (1 + E(v)‘(-))2) 
c?fpf( .). 
Proof of Theorem I. It is obvious by the above lemma that all 
assumptions in Proposition 4.4 are satisfied with qf replaced by pt.,. Then, 
for all E > 0 and r > 0, (P.P.),,, has strong solutions u, satisfying (3.1~(3.3). 
We are going to show below that 11, converges to the desired strong solution 
of (P.P.) as e 1 0 for a sufficiently large r. 
Multiplying (4.23) by u,(t) and using (ii) of (A.3) and (iit(iii) of Lemma 
4.5, we get 
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< K, + 4 + IfWl I WI for a.e. t E [O, q, (4.25; 
where CL’ = min(u, 1). Then, since K, (U 1’ < o’(u) < q:(u), Lemma 4.2 gives 
for all s E (0, 11, 
where C, denotes a general constant depending on a, p, K,, K,, T and 
If IL’~O,W~ but not on r. 
Therefore, by taking r sufficiently large, we can forget the parameter r, in 
other words, tV,(u,(t)) = 0, i.e., &&(uJt)) = Byl2u,(t)) for all E E (0, l] and 
t E [0, T]. Moreover, integration of (4.25) on [0, T] yields 
-7 
i cp’@Xt)> dt< Co for all e E (0, l]. (4.26) 0 
On the other hand, multiplying (4.23) by g,(t) = -h,(t)/& - b,(t) tf(t) E 
&&u,(t)) with b&t) E B(t, UC(t)), we obtain, by (i) of (A.3), 
< 1 &(r>l’/2 -t ib,(t)12/2 + ‘k 1 &tt)j2 -t m,(d~“d~>) + m,) 
f tf?)lz + m:(d@df>) + mz>2”//2Ek 
G (1 - 3kGl g&)1'+ Cm, + mY% + 4(Co)/2)(~~(~&)> + m,t 1)' 
t if(t)\‘/2Ek for all E E (0, l] and a.e. t E [0, T], (4.27) 
where ek = (1 - k)/2( 1 + 3k) ( see Proposition 3.4. of [ 151, and (a. 1 )-(a.2) in 
the Appendix). 
Then it easily follows from (4.26) and Gronwall’s inequality that 
of-$?& d(U&)) G Cl for all E E (0, 11, (4.28) . 
where C, denotes a general constant depending on Co, WZ~, m,, m3, k and 
VI L2(0,r:H,. Then, integrating (4.27) over [0, T], we have, by (4.26) and 
(4.20 
I gML~~o,r:H, G Cl for all E E (0, I], 
whence we also find that due(t)/& and bXt) are bounded in L2(0, T; H). 
Hence, since {u,(t)}, is equicontinuous on [O, T] and forms a relatively 
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compact set in H for all t E [0, T], Ascoli’s theorem assures that there exists 
a sequence {E,,} tending to zero as n + fco such that 
u,(f) + u(t) strongly in C,([O, T]; H), 
du Jt)/dt --+ du(t)/dt weakly in L ‘(0, T; H), 
g,,(t) + g(t) weakly in L ‘(0, T, H). 
b,(t) -+ b(f) weakly in L”(0, T; H). 
Hence, in view of (4.28) and (iii) of Lemma 4.5, we see that 
g$)/(l + E,~(v)‘(u,(~)))’ E ~p’(u,(t>> converges to g(t) weakly in 
L-(0, T; H). 
Then, by virtue of Proposition 1.1 of Kenmochi [8], we know g(t) E 
+“(u(t)) for a.e. t E [0, T]. Hence, by (iii) of (A.2), b(r) E B(t, u(t)) for a.e. 
t E [0, T]. Thus u(t) is proved to be the desired strong solution of (P.P.). 
Q.E..D. 
4.3. Proof of Theorem II 
In order to derive favorable a priori estimates, we need the following 
lemma, which is parallel with, but more delicate than, Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let f(t) E L’(0, T) and e(t) be a positive absolutely 
continuous function on [0, T], T> I, such that e(0) = e(T) and 
de(t)/dt + ue(t)ppl < C If(t)1 for a.e. t E [O, Tl, (4.29) 
hIhere a and C are positive constants and p > 1. 
Let s~p,,l,~,~, I:_,, if(s)] ds ,< Rr, tuith r0 = min(T, R(2-p*“‘(p*-‘)) and 
p* = max(p, 2). Then there exists a monotone increasing function C, of R 
depending only on a, C and p but not on T such that 
max e(t) < C,R”‘P*-“. 
O<C<T 
ProoJ Integration of (4.29) on [0, T] gives 
I 
T 
a e(t)P-’ dt < C -’ /f (t)i dt < CRr,(T/r, + 1) < 2CRT. 
0 J 0 
Then there exists a to E [0, T] such that 
e(t,) < (2CR/a)‘1’P-L’. (4.30) 
Here, by virtue of the periodicity of e(t), we may assume 1, = 0 without loss 
of generality. Hence, for the case p > 2, we can prove the assertion by essen- 
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tially the same reasoning as in Lemma 4.3 of [ 151. As for the case 1 <p < 2, 
we put 
da(t) = ([e(u)‘-” - a(2 -p)(t -a)] +)“(2-p) + Cf If( ds, 
a 
a E [0, 7’), where [r] + = max(r, 0). Then #,(f) satisfies 
d#a(t)/dt + draw”- ’ > C IfW for a.e. t E [a, Tl 
4&> = 44 
Consequently, we find 
for all t E [a, T] (4.3 1 
Now, we claim that C, can be taken as follows: 
c, = 2((2C/a) I/h-l) R(2-P)l(P-l) + C) + (y/42 -p))‘lP-’ R’2-P’/‘P--O* 
(4.32 
Suppose that this is not true. Then, since e(0) < C,R by (4.30), there exists a 
tI E (0, T] such that e(tJ attains C,R for the first time. Hence, we have, by 
(4.3 l), 
C,R < 4&J G 40) + C 5’ IJW ds 
= (,,/,)1/(P-1) R(2-P’I’P-“R + C(z, + 1)R if t, E [O, rO], (4.33) 
and 
C,R G h-,,(t,> G C(r, + l)R if t, E [rO, T], (4.34) 
since [e(tl - x,,)‘--~ - a(2 -p) ro] + = 0, where r0 = (C,R)‘-P/a(2 -p). By 
simple calculations, however, it is shown that (4.33) or (4.34) contradicts 
(4.32), the definition of C,. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem II. First of all, we fix a (sufficiently small) positive 
number R satisfying the following conditions. 
Z,(C, + C,) CY’C, R l/Z [a,-(l-B)(p(l-~)-lll/(p-l)(1-4) < 1 23 (4.35) 
Z,(C, + C,) C;~Rqa’-’ < +, (4.36) 
21,(C, + C,)’ C’;lC,R 2[a,-(1/2-~)(p(l-~)-ll/(p- l)(l-L3) < 1. 23 (4.37) 
2l,(C, + C,)2 C:nz-IC2R2(az-B)/(P-1)(1-4) < +, (4.38) 
C,R’/‘P-I”‘-b’ < 1, (4.39) 
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where C, is the monotone increasing function of R given in Lemma 4.6, and 
c, = 2c, + q/2, 4 =Pl(P - I>, 
C, = 3 + C2(l + ~3)R”-25”‘P-1)(‘--D) + 2m;C5 
C,=~{(C,+~)+~,C,+~PZ;C;~}. 
Here and henceforth, we use simple notations p, /3 and o/* instead of p* , /3*. 
and ut = min(cr,, l), respectively, if no confusion arises. We prove the 
theorem in two distinctive cases. 
I. The case r. = R(2-p’!(p-1) < T. Let 
h,fE K := 
i 
o E L’(O, T; Hj; 
sup !I’- I@j12ds;tE [ro,T]( <R1”Y”“U’[, 
f ro 
and u E E,,,.(h). Th en, since ~~(0) = 0, multiplication of (4.1 j by 24(t) yields 
~~lW12 + P,‘(W) G (If( + IWN l4)l for a.e. t E [0, T], (4.40) 
whence follows, by (iii) of (A.ylr)p,B, 
d l~Wl,‘d~ + Ko IWlp-’ G IfWl + lW)l for a.e. tE [O, T]. 
Then Lemma 4.6 assures that there exists a monotone increasing function C, 
of R independent of T such that 
omzir 1 u(t)\ < C, R l’(‘- I’. 
, 
Hence, by integrating (4.40) on [t - rO, t], we get 
Furthermore, we claim 
max rp’(u(t))< C,R”‘Pp’“lpD’. 
O(f<T 
(4.4 1 j 
(4.42 j 
(4.43) 
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Suppose that this does not hold. Then, since (4.42) implies that there exists a 
time t, E [0, T] such that 
p’“(u(to) < C,R 2l(P- 1) < C,R U(P- 1)(1 -b), (4.44) 
there exists a time t, E [to, t, + T] such that q$tl) attains C,R 1’(p-~‘)(1~8) for 
the first time in [t,, t, + T], where we put q(t) = cp’(u(t)) for t E [t,, T] and 
p(t) = q’-‘(u(t - 7’)) for t E [T, t, f T]. Let us here recall the relation (see 
(4.1 I)), 
f I dOI2 + $wN G IW12/2 +2 I.m2 + 2~:w@(~>>>24 
+ m3 4wt>) for a.e. t E [O, T], (4.45) 
where g(t) = -h(t)/& - h(t) +f(t) E Lkq’(u(t)). 
Then, integrating (4.45) on [s, tl], we get, by (4.42) and (4.39), 
dt,> < q(s) + 5R l&J--l)(l--8)/2 + 2mf(C,R2/‘P-“)24 (tesJ’-2b 
+ mJ2R2’(p-‘) for all s E [max(t,, t, - rr), t,], (4.46) 
where r =R”-2b’/‘F-‘“‘-4’ . Putting s = t, in (4.46) for the case 
t, - rl < i,, or integrating (4.46) with respect to s over [tl - r-r, tl] for the 
case t, - rl > t,, we deduce, from (4.42) and (4.44), 
CjRli(P-l)(1--8) < [C,(l + m3) R(‘-24)‘(g-‘)(1-5) + 3 + 2m;C;“] 
x R l/(P- 1)(1-b) 7 
which contradicts the definition of C,. Thus (4.43) is verified. Moreover, 
integration of (4.45) on [t - r,,, t], together with (4.42) and (4.43), gives 
f;FfTI i:, 1 g(s)l2 ds < C4R(2+P(25-1)1’(P-1)~ 
0 
(4.47) 
Then, for all H-valued measurable functions b(t) with b(t) E B(t, u(t)) = 
B(t, E(h)(t)), in view of (A.4),,,, (4.41), (4.42), (4.43), (4.47) and (4.35)- 
(4.39), we get 
sup J 
-’ (b(s)1 ds 
f=Iro.TI tpro 
,< I,(C, + C,){C?‘R 
~,/(p--l)(~-5)Cl/2R(2+p(25-1))/2(p-1)R(2--p)/2(p--1) 
4 
+ C:;R Zrr;/(p-l)~(2-P~(I--a;~/(P--l~ I 
< R I/(P--l) 
9 
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Now we can repeat the routine work as in the last part of the proof of 
Proposition 4.4. 
II. The cuse I’,, = R(‘-p”‘p-” > T. It suffices to repeat the same 
argument as above with K replaced by 
K:= /&(O,T;H); ~~lv(t)ldt~RT,.!~/~‘(t)l~dt 
-0 
<R (I+(P-2)(1-~)ti(p-l)(1-8)T (. 
For example, with obvious modifications, one can obtain (4.41), (4.43), 
jrtp’(u(r)) dt < 2C,RqT < C,R”“P-l’ 
0 
and 
i-r / g(tf dt < C,R’4qT. 
‘0 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Remark 3.1. Let h,fEK:={uEL.‘(O,T;Hj; jrju(t)jdt< 
Rli(P-I), ~oTIv(t)J2dt~<l/(P-1)(1--8) ). Then, by much the same argument as 
before, it is easy to obtain (4.41), (4.43), jiq’(u(t)) dt < CR”‘p-” and 
j; 1 g(t)!’ dt < CRaD’(j m1)T1p20. H ence, for each b(t) E B(t7 u(t)): we find 
i’ ) b(t)\ dt G C(R Q,I:(P~*)(I-~)R~~.~(P-*)Z-*-~ 
“0 
+R(2az-~l)~(P-lL)(l-5~~22/iP-i) 
I* 
Thus, for a sufficiently small R > 0, Bx,f,T,K maps K into itself. Q.E.D. 
5Qii54!2-IO 
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Proof of Remark 3.2. Put e’,(u) = q’(u) + E 1 u&,/2 and B,(t, u) = 
B(t, u) - EU, E > 0. Then a$‘, becomes strictly monotone, since a#:(~) = 
8qf(u) + EU for all u E D(@:) = O(&$). Moreover 4: satisfies (A.#QpqO with 
(2.2) replaced by 
$‘,W) G 4$(x,> + m3 I t - toI M%) + mJ 
+ cm3 1 t - t,,j (cpfo(x,) + mz)5f”P/KAp 
+ Em3 (t - t,l’ (qd”(xO) +m2)24/2. (2.2)’ 
Then, since 4: and B,(t, e) still satisfy (4.15), applying the same reasoning as 
in the proof of Proposition 4.4 for a sufficiently small E > 0, one can solve 
the equation: 
dW)/dt + W(u(t)) + B,(t, u(t)> 3f(t), O<t<T, 
(P.P.)’ 
40) = u(T), 
which is equivalent to the original problem (P.P.). 
As for the case of Theorem II, to solve (P.P.)‘, it suffices to note that, 
from (4.4 l), 
can be taken sufficiently small. Q.E.D. 
5. APPLICATION 
In the section, we shall exemplify the applicability of our main results to 
periodic problems of some nonlinear heat equations and Navier-Stokes-type 
equations in bounded regions with periodically moving boundaries. Let T be 
a given positive number, and Q(t) be a bounded domain in R-t with smooth 
boundary r(t) for each t E [0, T]. Put Q(r, s) = U,.,,,, (Q(t) X {t}), 
Q[Oy Tl= Uo,,,, <Q(t) x PI), Q = Q(O, T) and r= U,,,,, VP> x PO 
Throughout this section, we always assume the following conditions (Q.O), 
(Q-1) and (Q-3). 
(Q.0) Q(O) = QG’I 
(Q.l) For each t E [0, T], T(T) is sufficiently smooth (say, of C”). 
(4.2) Q is covered by m slices Q(si, ti) (i = 1, 2,..., m) such that for each 
1 < i < m, Q(si, ti) is mapped onto a cylindrical domain Q(si) X (si, ti) by a 
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diffeomorphism tyi which is of class C3 up to the boundary and preserves the 
time coordinate t. 
In stating our results? we shall use the following notations: Let 6 be an 
auxiliary open ball in R: such that the closure of Q is contained in 
6 x [0, T]. For each function v defined on Q[O, T], we mean by t: the zero 
extention of v to F x [0, T], i.e., G = I! in Q[O, T] and 6 = 0 in 
ct: x [0, T]\Q[O, T]. M oreover, we denote by C,([O, T];X(Q(f))) the set of 
all functions r defined on Q[O? T] such that u(., t) belongs to X(Q(t)) for all 
tE [O,T]; C(.,t). IS an X(e)-valued continuous functions on [0, 7’1; and that 
v(., 0) = v(., T), where X(Q) (-0 = Q(t) or P) denotes some function spaces 
defined on R such as L’(Q), WT~Tp(J2), etc. 
EXAMPLE I. Nonlinear heat equations. We consider the following 
periodic problem for the nonlinear heat equations. 
g (s, t) = A, M + 1 If Ia M +f(x, t) in Q, 
u(x, t) = 0 on r, (Pr.NH), 
u(x, 0) = M(X, T) in Q(O) = Qir>, 
where A, is the nonlinear Laplace operator, i.e., 
Our results are stated as follows: 
THEOREM 5.1. (The case 2 + u < p.) Let 2 + u < p and the following 
(a. 1) be satisfied. 
-l<a<+co 
-1 < (x < np/2(n -p) - 1 
LetfE L’(Q), then (Pr.NH), has a strong solution u satis$jGng 
4.2 t> E C,([O, Tl; @'kp(Q(t))), 
au/at, d,u E L2(Q). 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
THEOREM 5.2. (The case 2 + a > p). Let 2 + a > p and (a.1) be 
satisfied. Then there exists a (sufficiently small) positive number r 
irzdependant of T such that if sup,G,G,(j:-, jf(~)]~~~~~~), ds)‘l’ < r’, then 
(Pr.NH), has a strong solution u satis&+ng (5.1) and (5.2). 
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In the case of p = 2, i.e., A, = A, the conditions in the above theorem can 
be weakened as follows. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let p = 2 and the following condition (a.2) on a be 
stisJied. 
O<a<+co if n < 2, 
0 < a < 4/(n - 2) if n>3. (a4 
Then the assertion of Theorem 5.2 holds true with p = 2. 
To prove these theorems, we put 
=+cc if u E L 2(@)\W~~p(@), 
K(t) = (u E L’(6); u(x) = 0 for a.e. x E @\Q(t)}? 
&,t,W = 0 if u E K(t), 
=+a if 2.4 E L’(@)\K(t). 
v’(u) = v(u) + 4c(I)o4 for all 24 E L ‘(8). 
Then we have 
D(q’) = (u EL’(@); ulQ(t) E W:TP(Q(t)), ulcer = 0}, 
WP’> = 1~ E No,‘); -A,ulQ(ti E L2(Q<t>>,, 
W(4 = U-E -w%flQ,,) = -Ag&t,~ for u E D(&‘). 
We define another operator B(t, -) by 
B(t,U)=-lulaU for u E D(aq+), 
D(B(t7 .)) = D(ap’). 
Then, assumption (a.l) and Sobolev’s theorem give, 
I w, U)ILZ(b) ,< ~(P,‘W” +n)‘P for all u E D(q+), (5.4) 
(B(t, u), UjLZ(Fi) < wPw)(Z+a)‘p for all u E D(q7,‘). (5.5) 
Thus (Pr.NH), is reduced to the following abstract periodic problem in 
L?(b): 
du^(t),‘dt + @‘(ti(t)> + B(t, C(t)) 3%(t), Oct<T, 
u”(0) = q T). 
(P*P.>, 
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let t, E [0, T] and u0 E D($O). Since there exists 
a positive constant r0 such that Q(l(t,)) := Q(max(0, t, - T,,), 
minft, + zO, T)) is containned in a slice Q(si, ti), using the representation 
X’(x, t) of vi, we can define 
u(x, t) = u,((X’) - l (X’(x, t), to)) for x E Q(t), 
=o for x E @\Q(t), 
for each f E 1(t,). Then, using (Q.l) and (Q.2), we can show that v(., t) E 
D(q’) for all t E 1(r,) and there exists a positive constant m such that 
Iti(., 0 - uo(-)IL2~p~ < m It- toI i~‘~i~~>>“” for all t E I(t,), (5.6) 
W’(W)) < @iffy) + m It - toI v)Yuo) for all t E 1(t,). (5.7) 
By Poincart’s inequality, we also have q’(u) > C ( u lfz(F1. 
Thus iAd),, tip is verified. Furthermore, (A.l) and (A.2) are easily 
derived from Rellich’s compactness theorem and the demiclosedness of the 
operator u i--t / Ula U. Since (&+0’(u), 24) L,(pj =p#(u) for all u E o(a$), (5.4) _ 
and (5.5) with 2 + (r <p assures (A.3). Hence we can apply Theorem I to 
(P.P.)i and the desired strong solution u is given by u = $1,. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Since 2 $ u > p implies (1 + a)/p > (p - 1)/p? 
(A.4),,,!, is assured by (5.4). Then we can apply Theorem II to (P.P.>i. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Since p = 2, IJI’ satisfies (A.&T,1,2 with m, =O. 
Furthermore, using Sobolev’s theorem and interpolation inequality, we 
deduce 
which assures (A.4)2,,,2. Then Theorem II can be applied to (P.P.), . Q.E.D. 
Remark. As for the critical case p = 2 + a, we note: 
(1) If the embedding constant C in (5.5) is strictly smaller than p. 
then (A.3) is satisfied, that is, Theorem 5.1 holds true with p = 2 + a. 
(2) Let CL > 0 and (a.1) be satisfied. Then, since (1 + a)/p = (1 + a)/ 
(2 + a) > 4, (5.4) implies (A.4), D with u2 > +. Therefore, as is mentioned in 
Remark 3.1, there exists a sufficiently small positive number r depending on 
T such that if sup{j:-, (f (s)i’ ds; 1 < t < T} < r, then (Pr.NH), has a strong 
solution. 
EXAMPLE II. Modefied Navier-Stokes equations. For B = Q(t) or F, 
we use the following notations: 
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HP) = (~2(Q))“, 
H,(0) = the completion of C:(a) under the H(D)-norm, 
c;(o) = {u = (22, d,..., u”); d E C,“(l.l), i = 1, 2 ,..., iz, div u = 0}, 
W:‘(Q) = ( W;p(Q))” n H,(Q), H;(0) = W;‘(J?), 
P, = the orthogonal projection from H(0) onto H,(Q). 
We consider the following periodic problems for the Navier-Stokes-type 
equations in the noncylindrical domain Q: 
$(.x,~)+Au+(u.V)u=f-VP* in Q, 
div u = 0 in Q, 
u=o on r, 
“(X, 0) = “(X, T> in Q(O) = QV'h 
where the unknown u and given f are n-dimensional vector functions, and 
unknown p* is a real scalar function. For the case that A = -A and n = 3, 
i.e., the 3-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation, this problem was already 
studied by Morimoto [12] in a class of weak solutions and by &ani- 
Yamada [ 171 in a class of strong solutions. Our main concern here is the 
existence of strong solutions for the following two types of equations (cf. 
Lions [ 111): 
(1) Au=A;u=-(1 +v//u~~~)AII, v > 0, a > 0, 
where 
(Note that if v = 0, then (Pr.MNS), coincides with the Navier-Stokes 
equation.) 
In parallel with Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 in [ 151, we have the following 
results. 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let A = A: with v > 0 and a > 0 if n = 2, and v > 0 aqd 
a > 1 ifn = 3. Then,for all f(t) E L’(0, p, H@(t))), (Pr.MNS), has a strong 
solution u satisfying 
UC., t) E C,([O, T]; H:@(t))), (5.8) 
h(., tyat, du(., t) E L’(0, T; H(Q(t))). (5.9) 
THEOREM 5.5. Let A =A: with v > 0 and a > 0, and let n = 3 or 4. 
Then there exists a (sufjciently small) positiae number r independant of T 
such that if sup,g,G.(j:_, (f(s)(&aCsjj ds)“’ < r, then (Pr.MNS), has a 
strong solution u satisfying (5.8) and (5.9). 
THEOREM 5.6. Let A = Ai with p > 2 and p > 4n/(n f 2). Then, for all 
f(t) E L2(0, c H(Q(t))), (Pr.MNS), has a strotzg solution u satisfying 
~(0, f) E C,([O, T]; Y?‘(Q(ON, (5.10) 
LJU(., t)/i% E L2(0, T; H(Q(t))). (5.11) 
Proof of Theorems 5.4 and 5.5. We employ much the same procedure as 
in the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [ 151. Put 
~(u)=f!;(Vu/‘dx if u E Hi(F), 
=foo if u E H,,(B)\Hi(F), 
K(t) = (u E H,(@); u(x) = 0 for x E p\Q(t)}, (5.12) 
Ir;(f, = 0 if u E K(t) 
=+a if u E H,(@)\K(t), 
v7Yu) = q(u) + & (2$9(u))“+“‘!? t 1,(,,(U) for all u E H,(G). 
(5.13) 
Then we have 
WJ') = {u E ff,(fl); ulgir) E H:(QW- uLpct, = 01, 
WW) = {u E WP'); ulQ(t) E W'(QW)" Iv 
W(u) = if E %W Pa(,) = --P,,& uI~(r, 1. 
We further define B(t, -) by 
B(t, u) = P@(u - 0) u for u E D(a#), 
D(B(t, a) = II( 
(5.14) 
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Then (Pr.MNS), with A = Ai is reduced to the following abstract periodic 
problem (P.P.), in H,(B): 
P*P.), 
dzi/dt + ay,‘(ii(t)) + B(t, ii(t)) 3 P&t), O<t<T, 
ii(O) = ii(T), 
where f(t) is the zero extension of f (t) to 0. 
Since (B(t, u>, u),~~,, = 0, (C@,‘(U), u)n Ce) > 2#(u) for all u E o(@‘) and 
Y’(U) a c I+&Y, for all u E O(q’), conditions (A.l) and (ii) of (A.3) are 
fulfilled. Moreover, by the standard argument, conditions (A.2) and 
(Ad)2,1,2 with mz = 0 are verified. (See, e.g., [ 151 and [ 171.) 
As for the boundedness condition on B(t, a), we have (see, e.g., 
Ladyzhenskaya [lo], Fujita and Kato [6] and Temam [ 18]), if n = 2, then 
IW, u>l’H,(cq < WH,(F)(Y~W) lP”~fWl.c(cl, (5.15) 
if n=3, then 
IWY u>l H&F) < (c/v)(Y,‘(u))“‘” 2a) Ia”@ I i&q 3 v>o (5.16) 
or 
IW7 u>I H,(P) < c($(u>>3’4 1 B”@(u)li&6) 3 
and if n = 4, then 
(5. 17) 
I Bk u)l H,(B) < c(du)>“2 laodu)iHJRj* (5.18) 
Hence (5.15) or (5.16) with v > 0 and a > 1 assures (i) of (A.3), and (5.17) 
or (5.18) assures (ii) of (A.4)2,,,2. Then Theorems I and II can be applied 
for (P.P.)2 and the desired solution u is given by u = iI,. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5.6. We put q/(u) = o(u) +IKCt)(u), where q(u) = 
(Vu]&,,/P if u E W:p(@), = +co if u E HO(@)\WbY(@), and IKCrJ is the 
indicator function of K(t) defined by (5.12) and (5.13). We also define 
B(t, .) by (5.14). Then (Pr.MNS), with A = Ai is again reduced to (P.P.), in 
H,(e). Furthermore we see that (A.yl’)p,,,p and the following estimate hold, 
Im u)l H&9, < c(@(u>)2’p for all u E D(y’), 
since W2p(@) is embedded in (~2p’(F--2)(@))n. Then we can apply Tr;; 
I to (P.P.),. . . . 
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APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Since q,‘(e) > 0, it is clear that D(q’) = D(co> and 
W&j = D(&) n {u E H; luIH < r). 
In order to verify (i), it suffices to replace the function x(t) given in (2.1) 
and (2.2) by z?(t> =.x(t) if j.v(t)J < r, and Z(i) = rx(t)/j.x(t)l if Ix(rji > r. 
Indeed, let s0 E D(p$), then in the case of Ix(t)] > r, we have 
/2((t) -x0( < 
r 
--;iX(t)-X0( + ‘“,i:)l,” jXo/ 
i x(0 
< lx(t) - %I + I-e)1 -- !xol 
< bit> - x0 I 
< 2m, It -- to ( (cp’“(x(J + m,y3 
< 2m, {t - toI ((3fp$(x,)/~)“’ + rn2jB (a.11 
and 
where rn; and mj are constants depending on fn2, m3, 6,, Y and K, but not 
on F. 
The second assertion is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.11 of Brezis 
[4], since D(pf) f’ Int D(I,) contains (O}. As for the last assertion, it is clear 
that D(&Y~) cD(&pt) and (1 + e(v)‘(u))*) B#ju) c I@:(U) for all u E D(aq7’), 
since 
E(qr(4)3/3 - E(V)‘(4)3/3 
,, E(JDyU)j* (yf(zJ) - q?‘(u)) > fE(pt@)j2 g, 7,’ - u> 
for all P E H, u E D(Z@‘) and g E L@‘(u). 
Therefore, in order to verify (iii), it suffices to show that 
(1 + c(f$(-))‘) a~‘(.) is maximal monotone. 
To this end, for an arbitraryfe H, let us consider the equation, 
and the operator @ = @‘df), @ : II H E(@(u~))‘. 
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Then, by the standard argument, it is easy to obtain the following a priori 
estimates. 
(a.41 
(a.3 
where g, = (f- u.J/(l + A> E W(u,d 
Hence it follows that @ is continuous in A. On the other hand, since q’t(n.t) 
is monotone decreasing in 2 by (aS), we find by (a.4) that there exists a 
positive number L such that 
Thus @ is a continuous mapping which maps [0, L] into itself. Then, by 
Schander’s fixed point theorem, there exists a 1 E [0, L] such that ,I = @(A), 
i.e., u.& + (1 + ~(4+(~,l))Z) %.QJ 3.t Q.E.D. 
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